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Not Everybody4n Caldwell County
Subscribes To The Leader But
You Can Bet Your Life That
Everybody Reads It .
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ylor Reelected
unty Chairman
PMA For 1951
legates, Committee
mbers Elected In 7
m munities Tuesday
S Traylor. Princeton
was reelected chairman
Caldwell county Produci Marketing Administra,ednesday by delegates
• ‘e seven communities
in Tuesday's balloting,
than Pruett, secretary

Princeton, Caldwell Count , Kentuck , Thursciclit November 30, 1950
Snowbound!
Three teachers in the city
schools failed to show up for.
classes Monday morning but
weren't playing hookey. Mr.
and Mrs. K. V. Bryant and
two daughters spent Thanksgiving with Mrs. Bryaint's relatives in Rising Sun, Ohio.
Mr. James H. Burnaw visited
relatives in Carlisle and Miss
Annie Mae Ballard spent the
weekend in Winchester. Mr.
Burnaw an d Miss Ballard
returned Tuesday morning
while the Bryant family did
not get home until Tuesday
night because of the snowstorm and had road conditions.

Tigers Take Lead
In Annual Turkey
Day Classic Here
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Warm weather which greeted Princeton folk Thanksgiving morning changed rapidly about 2 p. m and by the
time the annual football game
was over, two hours later
shivering fans rushed ter their
firesides. Snow fell intermittently for the first few
hoots but rapidly turned into
a snowstorm' and by Friday
morning the temperature had
dropped to 2 degrees below
zero. Saturday morning a
record low for this season and
the lowest temperature reported in Kentucky was recorded at 8 below zero by
A. M. Harvill, off ici a I
weather observer for the
county.

Defeat Marion 12-7
To lead 11 To 10 With
4 Tie Games In Quarter
Century Of Rivalry

Revenue Bonds For
New County School
Are Sold Tuesday
Fiscal Court Accepts
Bid Of Birmingham Firm
Over Four Other Bids;
Work Will Begin Soon

Sale of $330,000 school building
The Butler Tigers stretched
revenue bonds Tuesday by the
their winning streak to four conCaldwell county fiscal court resecutive games in the annual
moved the last barrier for startThanksgiving "Day football clasing work on this county's prosic with the Blue Terrors from
posed new 20-room elementary
Fohs High School of Marion beschool building, Clifton Clift,
fore a capacity crowd at Butler
county superintendent, announces.
stadium Thursday afternooa to
The fiscal court, in special ses1 win the "sugar" game in the
county Officers and cornsion, Unanimously accepted the
elected by the delequarter century history of the
V—
bid of Stubbs, Smith 'and Lom!schedule.
.,cre Everett B. Creasey, C.
bardo, Incorporated, Birmingham,
chairman; Urey Vinson,
Four Tigers playing their last
Ala., over four other bids receivmen:her; Homer. Mitchell,
game. for Butler had a • lion's
ed and opened by County Judge
alternate, and E. W. Lamb,
share in .the 12-7 victory with
William Pickering. The first
alternate.
Stroube, Dunbar-and White in the
bonds will be due in 1953 with
Was
Active
In
Union
reappointed
was
Pruett
line and Jerry P'Pool carrying
an interest rate from that date
And Fraternal Work;
tiry by the county commitThe pigskin for both Butler
Nearly Restores The
to 1963 inclusive of 3 per cent.
with Mrs. Mary Lee
touchdowns. Robert Williamson,
Buried At Eddy Creek
Bonds maturing from 1964 to
10 Per Cent Decrease
v named as treasurer and
however, was the spark plug of
1972, inclusive, will bear intereat
Charles Cartis Hawkins, 49, na- the
Nancy McGuirk, clerk, it
Lending a helping hand to the Princeton Tuberculosis Association's seal campaign are these
Tigers, making most of the
Ordered For 1950'
rate of 31
/
4 per cent. All bonds
tive of the Eddy Creek communistated.
yardage and setting up both ten members of the Sew and So Club who met at the home of Mrs. Raymond Brown, Highland
Next year's marketing quota may be called after 1954, it was
legates and'alternates elect- ty who died at his home, 1627 markers for the local team.
Avenue, to assist in folding seals and stuffing envelopes for the drive that.started November 20. for burley tobacco will be in- stated.
y elepular vote in the PMA Broadway, Paducah, on Thursday
Marion won the toss and chose They are left to right: Mrs. Randolph Hutchinson, Mrs. Tracy Stewart, Mrs. Robert Drake, Mrs. creased nine per cent, the UnitAfter the sale of the bonds, the
ting Tuesday from the sev- afternoon of a heart attack, was to kick off. The Tigers took the Robert Parsley, Mrs. J. Gordon Lisanby, Seal Chairman Mrs. Billie T. Gresham, Mrs. Clifton ed States Department ef Agri- court signed a contract with the
Shortt.
communities in the county buried in the Eddy Creek Ceme- ball deep in their own
Adams, Mrs. Raymond 'Brown and Mrs. Delmar
culture aruiounced this week.
territory Wood, Mrs. Earl
Princeton Lumber Company for
Ray Spurlock and Champ tery Sunday morning following a and started the drive toward the
The action practically restor- construction of the building.
short
service
in
the
church
and
Hubbards Injured In
Jacqueline Shoulders
; W. M. Egbert and George
goal line. A 15-yard penalty Yellow Jackets Whip
ed quotas on the crop to the
The local firm has already built
on; A. •S Croft and' J. T. at the graveside by the Rev. 0. against the Tigers slowed the
Highway
level of 1949. The Department a tool shed on the lot purchased
Icy
Wreck
On
Of
12
National
Is
One
Panthers
56-52
Dawson
M.
Shultz.
e; Bonier Mitchell and Garmarch but a pass from WilliamMr. and Mrs. Allan G. Hubbard, reduced quotas 10 per cent for from Dr. F. T. Linton at the end
Funeral services were conductThe Fredonia Yellow Jackets Scholarship Winners
Hart; R. P. Ray and H. B.
son to Wilhelm plus a 15-yard penof Short street one block north
810 West Main street, suffered the 1950 crop.
Miss Jacqueline Shoulders,
es; M. P. Brown, Sr., and ed from the Roth Funeral Chapel alty against the Terrors for rough- stung the Dawson Springs PanthThe Department said the mar- of West Main street in the edge of
'Fredonia gym daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Guy G. injuries and Mrs. Hubbard is in
in
at
the
ers
56-52
Paducah
Saturday
at
1
p.m.,
Tayloe
Porter
and
Hazzard;
.
ing the kicker put the Tigers deep
the Jackson Clinic, Jackson, Tenn., keting quota for 1951 burley the city by the county board of
by the Rev. Tom Brown, pastor
Tuesday night to even the seaBoitnott.
in their own territory. Williamson son's record with three wins and Shoulders, Otter Pond communi- following an automobile accident would be 542,000,000 pounds. education as a site for the new
of
the
First
Baptist
Church
of
committee
memWomBethel
mmunity
ty and a student in
picked up another first down
Nickell re- an's College, is one of 12 national Sunday afternoon between Mur- The quota this year was 496,- school building. The lot contains
elected by PMA voters that city where Mr. Hawkins held where another penalty against the three losses, Coach
000,000 pounds. The quota on approximately 15 acres.
ray and Jackson.
ported.
membership.
Masonic
rites
were
winners of a scholarship given by
are listed consevutively
the crop grown in 1949 w a s
"Every effort possible will be
Terrors put the ball on Butler's
the
Jackets'
Mr.
Hubbard
Charles
Vinson
led
from
Reports
also
held
at
the
funeral chapel.
:man, vice-chairman, regmade to complete the building by
12-yard line and P'Pool carried attack with 22 points while Jones the Spool Cotton Company as a Tuesday night indicated that the 545,000,000 pounds.
Due
to
icy
highways the body the
saber, first alternate, and
At the same time the Depart- September 1, 1951,"iitumsey Taypigskin to paydirt. The at- and Wigginton accounted for 15 reward for outstanding records local people had started home
was sent to the Brawn Funeral
elternate.
tempted pass for the extra point points each. Rice scored four in clothing achievements, the com- from a visit with their son, Dr. ment increased the quota on lor, owner of the Princeton Lumpany announced this week.
District: Lawrence Rog- Home here on I. C. train 102 Sun- was incomplete and the Tigers
flue-cured tobacco for 1951 to ber Company said. Completion of
points with Rogers and Yates
The awards are to be made at Baker Hubbard and family, when 1,235,000,000 pounds from t h e the building by that time depends
i3:yan Carter, James Jordan, day morning to await final ser- led 6-0 early in the game.
slipdefensive
work.
the
highway
so
bearing the
the 4-H Club Congress in Chica- they found
Shelton and Robert Young. vices.
1,097,000,000 pounds fixed for on a number of things,, howAgain in the third quarter WilFredonia led 17-11 at the end eta this week where the 12 win- pery that they turned at Murray
Mr. Hawkins attended Eddy
d District: 'Allard F.
ever, Mr. Taylor pointed out.
liamson
sparked a drive that car- of the first quarter, 28-27 at the ners meet the champions from and started to return to Jackson. this year.
Creek
School
and
graduated
from
Ted hfcNeeley, Earl
The action, assuming normal With favorable weather condiried the ball to the Tigers' 28- half, and 48-36, third quarter.
Skidding on the ice, the car
Princeton
High
School
in
the
other
35
participating
states,
1923
Cr, Mark L. Dorris and J.
crop conditions, should add per- tions between now and, the first
where he played halfback on the yard line where P'Pool again talThe Yellow Jackets will be Aliaska, Puerto Rico and Hawaii. plunged from an embankment, haps $20,000,000 to income of of the year excavation and footamen
lied for Butler. The remainder of host to the Clay quintet on Fri- Miss Shoulders is to complete demolishing the car.
football
team
for
three years. He
' District: Denzel Orton,
Kentucky burley growers. Nearly ing work will be completed. If
the ballgame was straight foot- day night. During the season they two years at Bethel in June and
Mrs. Hubbard received a severe two-thirds of that type tobacco weather conditions prevent this
Clayton, A. S. Croft, Price went to work for the Illinois Cen- ball with
the
exception
of
a
briland
numerous
cuts
Smithland
head
injury
tral Railroad here on May 20,
have won from Salem,
:ee to enter the University of
and J. Wilbur Crowe.
is grown in Kentucky. Tennessee early work it will naturally deliant punt return by Forrest and Dawson Springs whileateng
tLicky next fall. The scholar- and bruises but is not critically is the second largest producer. lay the completion of the builda District: Aaron Rogers, 1923, and was transferred to the Teer for
the
Terrors
who
took
the
to Nebo, Lyon and Crittenden ship may be used in any college injured. Mr. Hubbard was able Seven other states, including In- ing, it was pointed out. Another
•eeiod. Hewlett Hall, M. R. storehouse department of the Pa- ball on his own
12-yard line and county schools.
ducah shops on June 1, 1924,
chosen by the student, it was to return to his son's home, after diana, also grow burley.
item of vital importance to the
and C. B. Pierce.
went
all
the
way
for
the only
treatment at the clinic, it was
stated.
Flue-cured tobacco is grown completion of the new school
.. District: R. P. Ray, Leo- where he had been employed score
for
the
visitors. The try for
Jimmy Wallace, son of Mr. and stated.
mostly in Virginia, the Carolinas, plant is delivery of material durHillyard, Dan Bugg and since.
R. Y. Hooks Addresses
Mrs. Harry Wallace, Eddyville
Serving as president of the Il- the extra point was good, making
Georgia, and Florida. It, like bur- ing the present war crisis, Mr.
's Rowland.
the
final score, Butler 12, Mar- Princeton Rotary Club
road, is also attending the 4-H Local Bankers Named
ley, is used in production of cig- Taylor added.
District: Vernon Burch- linois Central Railroad Federated ion 7.
Guest speaker at the regular Club Congress this week.
"We feel certain that the
arettes.
J.
Hazzard, H. L. Byrd, Credit Union in Paducah for a
Agricultural
Posts
To
Butler
led
in
first
downs
12-9,
number of years, Mr. Hawkins
weekly meeting of the Rotary
Because farms that have an building can be complete a n d
'e Brown and Shell White.
most
of
which
were
made
Lester,
president
of
the
J.
B.
through Club Tuesday night at the First Butler Seniors
erah District: Porter Tay- was also financial secretary and
acreage allotment of less than an ready for use in the second seWill
the line and around end as the Christian Church was R. Y.
Farmers National Bank, has acre cannot share in the increase, mester next school term," he conrvin
Roy Howton, treasurer of the Brotherhood of
Give
Play
Tigers'
pass
December
8
offensive failed to Hooks, attendance officer for,
been named county agricul- growers of an acre or more ac- cluded.
..10e and Woodrow Black- Railway Clerks and a member of
and Henry tually will-receive about a 15 per
Members of the Senior Class of tural chairman
Paducah Lodge No. 127, F. and click. Butler ended the season both city and county schools. He
The new building will have a
with three wins, four losses and spoke on "Consolidation of Butler High School will present Sevison, president of the First cent increase in the amount of half-size basement with two story
A. M.
a play entitled, "Brides to Burn," National Bank, has been named land that may be planted to bur- construction including 20 classSurviving are the wife, Mrs. one game tied. The Thanksgiving School."
anis Club Host To
Ruth Hinton Hawkins, Paducah; series with the Terrors stands at
Mr. Hooks, formerly connected Friday, December 8, at the school as a member of the bank man- ley tobacco. Growers of less than rooms, offices, playroom and
agement committee of the Ken- an acre did not share this year's music room. A modern cafeteria
daughter, Mrs. Randolph Norris, 11 wins for Butler, ten for Mar- with Lyon county schools, 'ex- auditorium, it is announced.
er Football'Squad
The cast will include Catherine tucky Bankers Association, ac. reduction.
and granddaughter, Janet Lee ion, with four tie garnes.
and utility roams will be conplained how consOlidat„ion of the
Princeton Kiw-anis Club
• school district in Lyon got un- Hopper. Billy Joe Pierce, Sue cording .to an announcement by
Under the Government's crop- structed in the basement. Behost to the Butler football Norris, both of Elletteville, Ind.;
Morrison Resigns Here , derway and listed several ad- Mitchell, Herbert Scott, Johnny Marshall Barnes, president of the control program, farmers will be tween 600 and 700 elementary
tonight in the annual two sisters, Mrs. W. L. Wells and
vantages of the new system. They Lanus, Norma Cartwright, Billy organization, Wednesday.
permitted to grow 437,000 acres of students will be cared for in
e which is to be held in Mrs. Shellie Lewis; two broth- To Accept Work With
George
and
Chester
ers,
Hawkins,
As county,chairman: Mr. Les- burley next year as compared the new plant, Supt. Clift said.
were: extended opportunity to all Clayton, Betty Roberts, Nancy
thodist Church at 6:30
Madisonville
Church
ter will coordinate the agricul- with 418,300 acres allotted for
pupils in the county through bet- Farmer and LeRoy Hooks.
A film of a University of all of the Eddy Creek community,
James W. Morrison, educational ter 'transportation facilities, betAfter five weeks of preparation, tural activities of the banks with this year's crop.
'irelcy football game will be end 11 nieces and nephews.
Bearers were members of Ma- leader and music director of the ter school attendance, better the class is ready to present this farmers and agricultural agenThe opening of the 1950-51 burn, a member of the club
sonic Lodge No. 82 F. and A.M., First Baptist Church here since qualified teachers, more equip- romantic comedy, which is a hil- cies and organizations to increase ley auction season was postponed
August 15, 1949, is to resign his ment, longer 'term of study and arious mix-up of cannibals, wild the effectiveness of the program, to today by the Burley sales comera of the squad who are G. W. Towery, Earl Adams, T. A.
position at the next regular busi- enlargement of curriculum.
Mexicans and other peculiar char- Mr. Barnes said.
mittee of the Burley Auction
to the banquet include Drennan, Lois Castleberry, Ray- ness
acters, a class member stated.
conference of the church to
mond Brown and J. D. Hodge, Jr.
The Kentucky Bankers Associ- Warehouse Association.
Guests at the meeting, besides
Stroube, Jerry P'Pool, J.
become effective at the close of
Originally slated to start Wed- Event Is To Acquaint
ation is the first state associathe speaker, were Walter Berger,
ear, Bob White, Fieldon
the service on December 24, it
of Indianapolis, Glenn Purdy, 4-H Achievement Meet
tion in the entire country to have nesday morning, the market open- Ladies With Work Of
Billy Traylor, BiLly Marwas learned this week.
Dawson Springs, and Dave Mitcha full-time agricultural represen- ing was delayed one day to en.Jrles Newsom, Bubs HarFunds
Mr. Morrison has accepted a ell, city. Cliff Wood was program To Be Held At Capitol
tative, it was stated. J. F. Gra- able Several tobacco buying com- Auxiliary; Raise
. Robert Franklin, garrol
.
Jacqueline Shoulders and Jim- ham, former county agricultural panies to finish organizing their
Every woman In the county is
position as minister of education chairman.
Troy Wilhelm, Clyde
my Wallace, who are attending
and music at the First Baptist
agent in Caldwell county, holds personnel, Albert G. Clay, Mt. urged to attend the silver tea to
George Drennan, Bob
the 4-H Club Congress in Chicago that
Church, Madisonville. The Rev.
Sterling, BAWA president, ex- be held at'the home of Mrs. C. H.
position.
5, J. W. DeBoe, Bernard
Ample Mail Service
this week, will tell their experJaggers on Eddyville road on
plained.
Were Owend By Local Harold 'reliant is pastor of the
Wayne Salyers, Byron
iences at a 4-H Achievement
Madisonville Church.
Because of the prevailing bad Friday night, December 8, for the
Assured
For
Holidays
ra.
Woman; Princeton Truck
meeting to be held in the Capitol Six Men Called For
weather, some companies were benefit of the new Caldwell
her members of the- squad
Despite the 1950 postal service
Theater on December 9 from 9:30 Physical Examination
U nable to gather their buying County War Memorial Hospital,
Called To Fight Blaze
cutbacks, mail deliveries will be
VIII attend are Robert WilRelatives Attend Rites
a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Six men from the three-county personnel for the burley mar- a member of the hospital auxilmade promptly during the ChristFire destroyed the buildings ocGary Gilkey, Bill Jones,
Medals will be presented to
For Mrs. Helen Catlett
area
served by Draft Board No. kets and asked for a delay, Clay iary announced Wednesday.
holiday
season,
Postmaster
grocery
mas
Front
Red
cupied
by
the
Storms, Larry Tandy,
county 4-H project champions and
Sponsored by the projects comOut-of-town relatives attend- John Mahan said.
9 have been called to report for said.
,1 Coleman, Ronnie Wilson, store and the Crady Electric
blue ribbon winners in the style
mittee, the tea is being held to
At
the
funeral
services
for
Mrs.
Helsame
ing
time,
the
preinchiction
physical
examinasales
adjoining
an
y Williamson, Charles Dren- Shop and damaged
There will be ample daily mail revue who have finished the sections in Owensboro today, it is committee revised the selling better acquaint the women of
Ken Ward, Ronnie Ladd and building occupied by a cream sta- en Brelsford Catlett here Monday delivery service in both resident- ond year of
clothing.
the county with the activities
hours on the following basis:
B.
Green,
erre
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
announced.
tion on Main street in Kuttawa
ial and business sections of the
Armstrong.
All
4-H'ers'
parents, leaders and
Sell four hours Thursday and of the auxiliary and to secure
The men called include Robert
Saturday afternoon. All build- Columbia, S. Carolina; Mrs. Nev- city and the windows at the friends are invited to attend this
funds for many incidentals for
Friday.
son, Jimmy,
ings were owned by Mrs. Freder- ill Gatewood and
postoffice will remain open each meeting, stated Home Agent Wil- Fulton Lemon, Princeton; James
ys Form Post
Sell four hours from Dec. 4 to the opening of the hospital. Each
Donal Oates, Dalton; Guy Ellis
ick Stallins, 260 North Seminary Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. Robert Saturday afternoon during the 'ma Vandiver.
guest is invited to make a silver
Dec. 8, inclusive.
Catlett, Decatur, Ala., and Mrs. month through December 23, it
Merrick, Princeton Route 3; Wilplorer Scouts
street, Princeton.
Sell three and a half hour contribution for this purpose, it
lis Aaron Faulkner, Princeton;
Damage on the buildings and Hubert McGee and daughter, was'stated.
'aeon boys attended the orfrom Dec. 11 to Dec. 21, inclusive. was explained.
Louisville.
Revival To Start At
Gerald Rose Brantley, Renton,
ational meeting of Explorer contents ran into thousands of Patsy.
The progressive tea will start
Tobacco scheduled for sale
The visitors were guests in the
Crittenden
county,
and
R.
W.
Me' held in the basement of dollars with the " buildings only
General Baptist Sunday
Elks Memorial Service
Wednesday now will be auctioned at 7:30 p. m., and state police will
Cage,
Eddyville.
ks building Monday night. partially covered by insurance, home of Mrs. Ida Brelsford and
Revival services will begin at
Thursday and Friday to Monday. aid in finding parking space for
Miss Bessie Brelsford, Mr. and To Be Held Here Sunday
the General Baptist Church on
Vance, field executive, Mrs. Stalling said.
After that, farmers were advised those attending the event.
a
n
d
Blackburn
Frank
B.
Mrs.
Department
The Kuttawa Fire
The annual memorial service of South Seminary on Sunday, De- Sacred Concert To Be
to contact their warehousemen as
Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal, chairman
Mrs.
William
Brelsford.
Princeton
and
Mr.
Scout Post is sponsored by was aided by those of
Elks Lodge No. 1315 in honor of cember 3, with the Rev. Carroll
of the projects committee, Mrs.
to when their leaf will sell.
Given
At
Barbee
Church
s•al Elks Lodge with Paul and Eddyville with three pumpits departed members is to be Yarbrough, pastor of the church
T h e revised selling rate will Alvin Lisaniby, social chairman,
A sacred concert by the Harheld in the lodge rooms on Sun- bringing the message, it is aneeham, Jr., serving as Post ers throwing water into the County Students From
give the market 591
/
2 selling and Mrs. C. 0. Akin, food chairmony Boys of Metropolis, Ill.,
r. Regular meetings are to blaze. Only a shift in the wind
day, December 3, beginning at nounced.
hours before the Christmas holi- man, are working in cooperation
Id each Monday night in from the east to, the south avert- Bethel Have Holiday
The church extends a cordial and the Harmonaires of this city day
2:30 p.m., it is announced by
starts at the end of sales for the tea, together with other
Several students from Prince- Hillery Barnett, secretary.
Invitation to the public to attend will be given at 7 p.m., Sunday Dec. 21
asernent of the Elks build- ed a threat to an entire block on
instead of the original 61 members of the hospital auxiliary,
night,
December
3,
in
the
Barbee
in
returned
to
street
have
vicinity
Main
ton
and
Y5
of
the
side
services,
it
was
stated.
east
the
80
14 years of age and
The Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido,
hours. BAWA estimated,that 322,- It was stated.
Memorial Presbyterian Church,
Bethel Woman's College, Hopkins- pastor of the Central Presbyterian
are eligible to join the Pest the town.
000,000 pounds would be over the
the Rev. W. H. Tallent, pastor
ut previous Scout experiApparently starting in an up- ville, after a four day holiday Church, will deliver the memor- J. E. Boone'Attends
breaks by Christmas. Now, about Polio
announced.
Epidemic During
fire
parents
grocery,
the
their
it was stated.
with
the
per floor of
ial address. Special music is to Livestock Exposition
7,950,000 pounds less will be
out
knocked
13 attending the first meet- burned wires and
The putilie is invited to this handled.
The y were Misses Wilma be given by the glee club of
1950 Said To Be Heavy
J. E. Boone, of Fredonia and a
err Kenneth Ward, Billy most light, power and telephone Prince, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Butler High School under the di- student at Murray State College, concert, it was stated.
Although there were only a
few casea of polio in Caldwell
trot*. Billy Ray NevAbY, service in the town. Starting John Prince, city; Bonnie King, rection of Mrs. R. A. Mabry.
RETURNS FROM HOSPITAL
was one of 24 members of the
Oliver, Mickey Cunning- about 4 p.m., the bl ass was daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
The public is cordially invited college's Agriculture club to rep- BIBLE CLASS TO NEST
Mrs. Ray Farmer returned to county during 1950, the polio epiThe Young Adult Bible Class her home, 601
Jimmy Bodenhamer, Dickie brought under control about two King, Fredonia; Marjorie Shoul- to a t te nd the service, it was resent the school at the InternaWashington, Mon- demic of 1950 was by no means
Presbyterian day following
Jirruny Fisher, Orlyn hours later. Hundreds of people ders, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. stated.
tional Livestock Exposition being of t h e Central
major surgery at ight, Miss Mary Wilson Eldred,
Church will meet for a spaghetti the Princeton
, Humpty Cummins, Buddy aided in saving mach of the elec- G. Shoulders, and Rose Wood,
held this week in Chicago, it is
Hospital last week. county chairman, reported this
supper in the home of Mr. and Iler condition was
rd, Jerry Gray, and Gayle tric stock and groceries In the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Garland
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Mann and announced.
reported as week.
Mrs John E. Young on Friday. satisfatiory
k.
The case load for die year will
stores, it was reported.
Wood, all of Cobb.
son, Carter, of Chicago, spent the
Wednesday.
—
Bob McConnell, student at December 1 at 6 p. m. Mr. Charbe over 30,000 and contrary to
with Mrs.
Thanksgiving
weekend
guest
her
had
as
Wood
Miss
----Texas,
Cuero.
Fanner, Dallas. . Mrs. V. P. Gieser,
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Mitchell popular belief, polio is not just a
Ann Humphries, daughter Mann's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Georgia Tech, spent the week- les Broelcrneyer, Fredonia, will
h visiting her parents, Mr. spent the Thanksgiving holidays Miss
nd with his parents, Mr. and show pictures during the evening, and daughter, Madisonville, spent summertime disease, she pointWest
Market
Carter,
Clifton
T.
Mrs.
R.
Humphries,
and
Mr.
othof
" Euen Farmer, Irrank- with Mrs. Paul Dorroh and
the weekend with relatives here. ed out.
it was announced.
drs. Howard McConnell.
street.
of Princeton.
set
er, relatives in Princeton.

C. Hawkins Dies
Of Heart Attack

69

Number 22

U S. Raises leaf
Quota 9 Per Cent

All Women Invited
To Hospital Tea

Fire Destroys Two
Kuttawa Buildings

6
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THE PRINCETON LEADER. PRINCETON, KENTUCK
ducks but would draw the line
at opossums and raccoons. All or
nearly all the people I know
A group of Spanish
would prefer starvation to eating first white settlers in gul
And
skunk.
or
crow
or
groundhog
west, arrived in what is '
THOMAS McCONNILL
JOHN S. HUTCHESON, J.
MANAGING =ITO*
have observed that this is usually yet I recall that John. Burroughs Mexico in the year 1508,
By Gordon Wilson, Ph. D.
IMITON AND PUIM.1111MIN
Congress
of
Act
the
under
a passing fad and that it dim made quite a specialty of serving
ni-e-red as second clues matter at Pritcitton. Xy.,
(Western State College)
to his
of March 5, 1879.
Charlemagne sent
of
of my classes, we regu- down pretty rapidly when the tasty young groundhog
one
In
State, 12.60N Out-of-State, Mit Cards
hubscription prices: In County, M. 2Incent,
cents
a word. Unsolicited wins, I
em
Come on. Let's go." "Okay," said larly discuss taboos as applied to girls discover that nearly all men, choicest visitors. To spread the missionaries to Breme;
in
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Service Deportment, Lexington, Ky.
•The latest In kitchen designing with work centers laid out
growers vote their own acreage controls, and there is little dissatisnot be treated differently.
faction with the plan. The acreage allotment is under AAA Control!.
Also, it seems to me, our colWhy can't grain farmers vote their own controls?
leagues on the newspapers should
Why didn't the three high farm bureau officials tell about the
(Syndicated by The Union County Advocate) take a more active part in this
tobaceo controls?
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Rev. and Mrs, George Priddy
and little son have moved from
their hprne in Princeton to the
Mrs Lois Hale, Hopnew
A.
parsonage recently completJ.
father,
her
e visitedMonday.
ed near the Midway Baptist
erc
prod_ Church.
Pokhaton James,
Mr. and Mrs. Billy White, AkBethel Woman's College,
' le, was a guest in the ers avenue, Princeton, spent
Garland Thanksgiving in the home of Mr.
of Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. V. F. COrtner.
it Tuesday.
Ridley and
Miss Margie Shoulders and
ad Mrs. J. L.
Is, Chattanooga, Tenn., Miss Rose Wood have returned
guests of Mrs, to college in Hopkinsville after
e weekend
aylar and Mrs. Dorothy spending the Thanksgiving holidays with their parents here.
Good Fellowship night at MidVera Wilts is expected to
home this week after an way Baptist Church on Thanksvisit with her sons, B. giving night was attended by
Chicago.
about 75 members and guest s.
V. It. Watts,
and Mrs. Francis Utley Many folk planning to attend
Morris Luckett, Eddy- were not present because of the
guests in the Vernon snowstorm and bad weather conditions.
Thanksgiving.
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Christmas Cards
INCLUDING NAME

50 for $1.00
AND UP
Select Yours Before The Rush
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--- WHITE & WYCOFF
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It
60:
'Coke

It makes superb Kodochrome
transparencies as well as black and -white pictures—using
handy 8-exposure Kodak 828
films Has luntenizell 1/4.5
lens, flash 200 shutter. It's
S29 95, including Federal Tax.

Kodaslide Projector, Model 14
This projector provides a
wonderful way to show
Kodochrome slides. Truly a
brilliant performer at a
budget price. It projects images up to 7 feet wide. Has
lurnenszed 1/3.5 lens, 150watt lamp. Price 529.50.

In 1945 farmers of the county!PLANTS BUTTON CLOVER
were growing 30,140 acres of corn
Button Clover was seeded in
with an average yield of nearly standing corn at the last cultiva25 bushels per acre. The 1948 re- tion on the W. P. Oldham farm.
port shows 28,000 acres of corn There was a good stand of the
• in the county with an average' clover in the corn at gathering
By R. A. Mabry
(County Agent)
yield of 38 bushels per acre. This time except on acres that did not
Increasing corn yields and dedrain well. Button Clover cancreasing acreage planted to corn means that in 1948 farmers of the not stand excessive water around
has been one of the goals plan- county grew 310,500 bushels more the roots for very long periods.
ned by leaders of the county the corn on 2140 acres less land.
Oldham thinks this clover
past four or five years. The goal
Part of this increased yield can might be the answer to getting
as
has been, partially reached
be credited to good growing sea- corn land in a winter cover crop.
shown by the 1945 census report sons but farmers of the county This practice might be particularand the 1948 agricultural statis- are due partial credit for using ly valuable for land that is going
tics.
improved methods of production to be planted to corn for more
The clOver will
ternoon visitors of Mr. and Mrs. such as increased use of adapted than one year.
hybrid varieties, improved fertil- help to supply needed nitrogen
Charlie Merrick.
under will help
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Stone and ization and cultivation practices and when turned
of organic matson called on Mr. and Mrs. Rob- and the use of land better adapt- to keep the supply
ter built up.
ed to corn production.
ert Wade, Sunday evening.

More Corn Grown
On Less Acreage

Mr. and Mrs. Guy McAlister
of Evansville, sperstpanitsgieing
with M r s. IttAthater's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Boltz and son;
Tom. Mr. Bedford Boaz was also
a visitor of his parents for
Thankagivitir
Mrs. Rooert Smith called on
Mrs. Monroe Futrell last Thursday
evening.
Mrs. Rdble Cummins, Ethelene,
and Junior Cummins, Mrs. Robert Fills and son, Monie spent the
day Thursday with Mr. Sheltie
Cunimins and daughter, Maxine.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Sivills
and children, Sue, Tommie, and
Ronnie and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Parker spent Thursday with Mr.
and Mrs. R. T. Sivills.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Barnett
and daughter. Bonnie and Miss
Dathel Cotton spent the day
Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. Jack
P'Pool.
Benny, the little son of Mr.
and Mrs. Malcolm P'Pool celebrated his 5th birthday, Monday
evening with some of his friends,
Judy Boaz, Wayne Henderson,
Eddie P'Pool, Freda Mitchell and
Franklin Mitchell. Mrs. Elliott
Mitchell, Mrs. Hermon P'Pool,
Mrs. Charles Merrick and Mrs.
Orbie Stone. Sandwiches, cake,
ice cream and cookies were served to the guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Butler
are the proud parents of' a baby
girl, Bobbie Joe.
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Stone and
son, Eugene spent Thursday with
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Stone.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ethridge and
son, Wayne called on Mr. and
Mrs. B. C. Ryan Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Merrick
and sons, Ellis, L. W. and Calbert spent Friday and Saturday
in Evansville.
Bro. George E. Gilkey, a young
minister who is going to school
at Oniecb, was home visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Gilkey and family over the weekend.
Guest speaker at Blue Spring
church Sunday morning was Bro.
George Gilkey. His subject,"What
is my Foundation".
Miss Sarah Mae Mitchell had
as her dinner guests Sunday, Miss
Betty Gilkey, and Miss Imogene
Wood.
Miss Maxine Cummins was
weekend guest of Miss Ethelene
Cummins.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Merrick
and sons, Ellie, L. W. and Calbert Merrick, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Chambers of Paducah were
Thursday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Malcolm P'Pool and
sons.
Mrs. Jennie Young of Kuttawa
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Young,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Cook and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Kennedy and family, Mr. a n d
Mrs. Dempsey Mitchell and baby
of Detroit, Mr. and Mrs. Ladd,
Princeton, Mr. Eurie P'Pool, Mr.
Hermon Mitchell, Evansville, and
Effort! Bently and family were
visitors of Mi. and Mrs. I uther
Mitchell Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Adams and
daughters, Betty and Marianna
and Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Ky. P'Pool and sons were Sunday af-
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the only dungaree
I've found
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ZANDORRA

STAGE

ON STAGE TWICE DAILY
3:00 P. M. — 8:30 P. M.

ON SCREEN! THURSDAY & FRIDAY
vvx.--f:rovv,

BURT LANCASTER DOROTHY McGUIRE rwrpa
JUST ABOUT

Exclusive Performance

FOR LADIES ONLY
Bending over mt.
lions of limes to put gifts under
the trees ... climbing in and out of
my sleigh countless thousands of
times has taught m• th• importance
of comfort. That's why I wont to
especially fat
remind all mcrn
. to be sure and
ones like me
always get Happy Jock dungarees.
They not only feel better and look
better than ordinary dungarees
they actually ARE better. Happy
Jack's companion for women and
girls is Happy Jill dungarees, Get
thes• fine dungarees for your own
us* ... and for Christmas gifts for
friends and family.

YOU'LL SEE IN A LONG, LONG TIMEI

FRIDAY MORNING
Box Office Opens
9:30 A. M.
Show Starts 10:00 A. M.

ALL SEATS 40c

ZANDORRA
THE GREAT MYSTIC
IN PERSON!

HAPPY JILL
for

49reiffOjt W

women & girls

ra.unt cAnTlION — MUSICAL — NEWSREIsL

FREE! FREE! FREE!

SATURDAY, DEC. 2

Every Lady Attending This Special Matinee Will
Receive FREE an Astrological Forecast and Character
Analysis! Come Early!

'GREATER

THAN EVER!
age aid on4

ON SCREEN! SPECIAL FEATURE!
HAPPY SACK
for men & boys

"MICHEAL O'HALLOREAN"

Nor* ••••••
114•••••••• %••

WASHINGTON MFG. CO
NASHVILLE, TENNESSSEE
also makers of .

IN A BIGGER ...BETTER
*.. BRAND-NEW SUPER
SERIAL SENSATION!

Comm*

NO ONE UNDER 16 ADMITTED
NO CHILDREN IN ARMS

WASHINGTON DEE-CEE WORK GARMENTS

Glue your hair down, leave your false
teeth at home and bring a piece of rope
to tie yourself in a seat!

maned is SIM KAMM
SPENCER BEAU
COMMA SEAR/

boubdird by

ON THE SAME PROGRAM WITH

Saturday Night

"NINON

STARTING AT
11:00 P.M.

tUMPIVI.ey
laVeS a
(*Vance
,
MOssoaw

THOMAS! TERROR!

Friday, December 1st
12 Noon Till 8 P. M.

nta Claus will give the children candy in his own
yland from 2:30 to 5:00. Chubby Dink Embry and
nd 5:00 — 8:00

ember Friday, Dec.1st
Our Bra nil New Store.

In Hopkinsville It's

Cayce -Yost Co.

.101 KIRKW000,
LION ERROL

SUN. & MON., DEC. 3-4

TheGHOST of
FRANKENSTEIN

BETTY GRABLE
DAN DAILEY

..
SIR CEDRIC HARBICI(E RALPH BRIAMI

BuliCOSI Pam AKERS
the sensnhonal creator of the •Wulf

Mon'

ION CHANEY
PLUS 2ND
HORROR
HIT!

Attendance Prizes
Hardware Dept. -- Syncro Sander
Appliance Center -- Zenith Radio
Housewares Dept. -- Silver Service
Toy Dept. -- Choice of Tricycles
Sporting Goods -- 22 Rifle
Choice
Floor Covering -- Inlaid Linoleum of Your
Kitchen
or
Bath
Your
In
Furniture Dept. -- Electric Table Lamp
Seed Dept. -- 5 lbs. Grass Seed - 5 lbs. Vigoro
Paint Dept. -- 1 gal. of Kern Glo
Drawing
You Do Not Have To Be Present at the
P. M.
8:00
til
Noon
12
From
Register At The Door

JOE

,

HORROR SHOWS
NOT ONE -- BUT TWO OF THE SCREEN'S BIGGEST
TERROR! YOUR
IN
SCREAM
IN ONE SUPER SHOCKING SHOW! YOU'LL
SKIN WILL CREEP!

FREE ORCHIDS

IT'S A GREAT
BIG eUNDUI
OF JOY1

41;1

Sc.

for you
Cacye-Yost is opening their brand new store
have orchids for the
on Friday, December 1st. We'll
children.
ladies, cigars for the men, and candy for the
like you'd
Nothing formal but just plain, old-fashioned
for forty-three
expect from Cayce-Yost, your host
years.

Throw

Edgar Allen Poe's Blood-Curdling
Thriller of a Hairy Monster!

WARNING!
This Show is ot for
scare-easy,
hearted
children.

or

aks all

MURDER IN THE
RUE MORGUE

TUES. & WED., DEC. 5-6
Drama of the Intrigue of a WILD LOW/
MAUREEN

MELVYN

DOUGLAS
GLORIA

Starring

BELA LUGOS
SIDNEY FOX
BRANDON HURST

ADMISSION

O'HARA

4

GRAHAME
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Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Smith Lowery Thursday were
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cunningham
and daughter, Suzanne, Decatur,
Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Meadows
and daughter, Mary Virginia,
Princeton.
Mr. Leaman Lowry, Evansville,
spent the weekend with his mother, Mrs. Bell Lowry and family.
WARREN
SAMSONITE
Mrs. Bernice. A:kridge was in
l
Mende
le Monday where she conNashvil
Horn
Crown
sulted an eye specialist.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Whitt and
daughter, Patsy, Memphis, spent
the nonuays with her parents, Mr.
drict Mrs. John Butts.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Beck,
Chicago, were the weekend guests
of Mr. and MI's. Charles Bruckmeyer, Jr. Mr. Beck returned to
Chicago Monday morning. Mrs.
Beck will remain for a week's
visit.
Mr. Reynold Dunning, Detroit,
was a guest during the holidays
of Mrs. Ruth Dunning and Miss
Betty Dunning.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher and
son, Dennis, visited her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Wring in
Marion Sunday afternoon.
Missionary Society of the First
Presoyterian church met with
Mrs. Byrd M. Guess Wednesday
afternoon. Officers elected for
the coming year were president,
Mrs. Cecil Brasher; vice-president, Mrs. Byrd M. Guess; secretary, Mrs. W. B. Conway; flower
committee, Mrs. J. B. Sory and
Mis. W. M. Young. Refreshments
were served to Miss Imogene
Wigginton, Mrs Cecil Brasher,
Mrs. J. B. Sory, Miss Dora Young,
Mrs. W. B. Conway, Mrs. John P.
HOPKINSVILLE
Rice, Mrs. Florence Parr, Mrs. W.
M. Young, and Mrs. Guess. The
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There's Happiness
in your future
Gifts for the
Home

JORDAN'S

Distinctive New Luggage
START A SET

rvisors Study
mg Of Special
ce Equipment

Food Leaders School
Scheduled For Dec.6
. Food leaders from fifteem
makers clubs will study
for Socials" at the home
Hillery Barnett, 502 West
street, on Wednesday,
8, from 10 a.m. to 3 pat,
Agent Wilma Vandiver
nounces.
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NOTICE TO GAS CUSTOMERS oli
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ou.
:
iesrier ew:
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115 °leer td
mat
d
* studied further and

cipated and all reAll service and installation work must be anti
ce at least one day in adquests for such work must be made at our offi
y and inconvenience.
vance of the time expected in order to avoid dela
y that we have adOur large volume of work, makes it necessar
and schedule the varvance notice or request in order to properly plan

M. YOUN
hsthalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, .Ky

ious jobs for our customers.
Only special or emergency work can be taken

care of on short n

tice or on Saturdays.
ning ahead an
You cask help us to give prompt service by plan
assistance will
making advance requests. Your cooperation and
greatly appreciated.

NEW OFFICE HOURS:
8:00 A. M.to 5:00 P. M. Monday through Friday
8:00 A. M.to 12:00 Noon on Saturday

WESTERN KENTUCKY GAS COMPAN

CORNETTE'S, GIFTS

Princeton, Ky.

Phone No. 3801

W. Court Squar
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Deluxe 12-gauge 6-shot Pump Shotgun
and
Give him the gun he'd choose for himself! Con be used for all game
breech
skeet or trap shooting. Safe 4 ways because it has hammer lock,
shots in
lock, hang•fire lock and magazine cutoff. Crisp trigger pull 6
Wz seconds! Faster, smoother pump action. Buy on terms, Only $69.95

Desk-Style Sewing Machine
12.5 Cu. Ft. Freezer
Stores 437tbs. Frozen Foods

Tilting Arbor
Bench Saws

Today's outstanding freezer value! Now you can freeze your foods
instead of canning them and enjoy garden-fresh flavor all year round.
You get extra storage space with less floor space. Super-dense insulation
makes it economical to operate. Hermetically sealed unit guaranteed 5
years. Gleaming white baked-on enamel finish inside and out. Separate
freezing and storage compartments, automatic cold control, interior
$239.50
light. Low monthly terms

Our finest bench saw! Table never
tilts—work always lies flat. Sealed
precision ball bearings lubricated for
life. Belt can't twist.
$ 73.50
S in. Bench saw
In. Bench saw with motor 106.00
83.50
10 in. Bench sow
10 in. Bench sew with motor 116.00

CHOICE GIFTS FROM SANTA'S PACK
• Deluxe Electric Iron. Guaranteed 5 yrs
• Automatic Electric Blanket. Luxury colors
• Famous Farberware Electric Percolator Robot
• Automatic Electric Corn Popper with corn
• Tower Portable Typewriter with carrying case.

$10.95
28.95
20.95
4 69
68.75

Powerful 12-speed Electric Mixer
A welcome gift for the homemaker!
130-watt motor for heavy mixing.
Mixing head lifts off to use at sink or
stove. 2 bowls, juicer and recipe
book included. U. L. Approved. Don't
wait—order today on Sean Easy
Complete $29.30
Terms

PHONE 2048

ngs. Truly a
Light-finish limed oak harmonizes with all modern furnishi
g wood
matchin
with
s
beautiful piece of furniture! 3 roomy drawer
you want to
when
up
open
to
Easy
troy.
sewing
ble
remova
pulls and
sewing speed.
sew. "49" rotary sewing head. Knee control regulates
$189.95
terms
monthly
low
on
le
Availab
Attractive...Inexpensive!
gifts
Buy this compact radio for Xmas Full.
home.
your
in
room
or for any
rectifier.
toned volume; 4 tubes plus
Underwriters'
Built-in loop antenna.
Laboratory approved.
$13.95
Brown plastic cabinet
14.95
cabinet
plastic
Ivory

Craftsman Capacitor Mq•tors
Pocked with power for
heavier power tools, point
sprayers, refrigerators, etc.
Built-in overload protector
prevents burnout. Built-in condenser reduces starting
curr•nt. N•w Departure
grease-sealed precision boll
bearings. Reversible. Double
end shaft.
H.P.-1730 RPM $19.95
Vs M.P.-1750 RPM 20.95
%H.P.-3450 RPM 33.95

Twisted Loop Pile Rugs
Thick and inviting underfoot ...
skid•resistant back. Guaranteed
washable Harmony House colors
—only finest dyes used. Yellow,
dk. green, It. green, med. gray,
Pacific blue, Tuscan rose, or
ivory-white. Several sixes.
...$3.119 up

$389
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Return From Europe
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Artificial Breeding
Beats Keeping Sires

Five Kentuelty 4-H club mem-

gy Oliver C. Allcock
' Conservation Service)
p. Oldham, chairman of the
1 County Soil Conservetelet Board of Supervisors,
j s special meeting of the
this week to discuss
Asibility of purchasing a
and bush and bog disc for
•,.• district.
re would be enough
s, justify getting the equiprs considered. The matter
!si. studied further and Ws--

bers were among 42 young
men
and women who returned
to the
United States recently, after
having spent four months in
13
European countries.
As members of the,International Farm Youth Exchange,
they
spent the summer living and
Working on farms With the purpose of furthering international
friendships.
Bruce Cotton of Grant county
was in Switzerland; Rachel
When 80 farmers in Livingston
Johnson, Warren county,
Sweden; county visited the farm of C. T;
Marna Perry, Oldham county, Stegall and
Son, they saw an ex.
France;Dale Stahl, Warren coun- ("Bent pasture of
fescue, Ladino
ty, Ireland, and Faye Sumpter, clover, timothy
and redtop on
Letcher county, England.
flat "crayfish" land that had nevThe returning ambassadors of er produced a good
crop of corn.
goodwill will spend a large part
According to Farm Agent Robof the next few months in telling
ert L. Rudolph, the 50 to 60-acre
of their experiences through the
field is studded with about- 20
press and radio and to public
springs that run all year. Hereaudiences.
tofore, it has been impossible to
cussed at the next business meet- grow pasture grasses there, with
the exception of some timothy.
ing.
The group met at the home of
When Mr. Stegall, Jr., returned
Porter M. Sell. Supervisors pres- from the war in 1945, he and his
sent were Donald Roberts, M. P. father started their farm improveBrown, Jr., Edwin Lamb, W. P. ment program by treating their
Oldham and Porter NC -Sell. Oli- land and growing pasture. At that
ver C. Allcock, Soil Conservation time, they had two cows and a
few hogs. Now they have 35
service, was present.
breeding cows and from 300 to
COVER CROPS SAVE SOIL
400 laying hens. They plan to go
out of the hog business. All the
cows were raised on the farm
from a few cows bought to begin
their livestock program. They
also grazed 65 beef cattle and calves all summer and has pasture to
rare:
• A 25-acre field that was badly
eroded was terraced, treated and
seeded. It now has an excellent
stand of fescue, Ladino clover
and redtop and erosion has been
almost stopped.

Grasses Replace
Low Corn Yields

joy clear, sharp FM and long-range AM with this brand
Motorola table model at a budget-low price! Smartly
compactly styled. Rich, full tone in high or low iredes with powerful Alnico V dynamic speaker. Big
p station" dial for easier, razor-sharp tuning. Brown
elite. See it, hear it soon.
•"RADAR TYPE" FM TUNER
•TWO ANTENNAS,for FM and AM
•"SWEEP-STATION" DIAL TUNING

Ky. Farm News
Boyton Merrill, operator of the
H. P. Barret farm in Henderson
county, combined 46 bushels of
Vigo wheat an acre on 22 acres.
Owen county homemakers clubs
are making United Nations flags
to be presented to local schools.
Hopkins county farmers are
said to like the Wabash variety of
soybeans for its good yield and
early maturity,
Around 8,000 acres of popcorn
were grown in Calloway county
this year. It is selling for $3.25
a hundred pounds.
A hog cholera epidemic in
Cumberland county caused a loss
of seveial thousand dollars.
Geese have proved valuable to
Cliff Taylor of Trimble county
in clearing his acre-strawberry=
patch of weeds.
Eighty tons of hay were saved
by William Hayes of Harlan
county when he used his homemade barn-loft hay drier.
Marion county homemakers
have made a total of 369 bowls,
trays and plates of hammered
copper during the past two
months.
'Harold Rit-hmond of Daviess
county has completed a pit-type
milking parlor with a four-stall
Approximately 110,000 broadbreasted turkeys are being matured in Clark county.
John Bailey of Bell county, who
started a small packing plant to
dispose of his herd of hogs, is
now marketing daily about 250
pounds of sausage.
Between 4,000 and 5,000 acres
of improved permanent pastures
in Caldwell county are being
seeded this fall to fescue, orchard
grass and Ladino clover.
At the first annual Pulaski
county show and sale, 381 head of
registered Aberdeen-Angus cattle were sold for a total of $14,635.

What story does the muddy
water in the ponds and in the
streams tell?
It .rerninds us' again that the
good productive topsoil is being
lost from the farmlands of our
county.
Making and keeping the fields
green With close growing vegetables (in winter and summer),
such as improved pasture, winter cover crops, small grain and
meadows, is one of the simplest
ways to reduce this loss. .
In fields that are to be cultivat- VISIT ADAMS FARM
ed part of the time, terraces and
. Roy Anderson and his institudiversions may also be used to tional
on the farm training class
reduce erosion.
studied the conservation farm
TO IMPROVE PASTURE
plan of William L. Adams at Mr.
Raymond Heaton of the Fre- Adams' farm this week.
,
donia community, plans to estabMr. Adams has a good underlish the 16 acres of bottom land standing of the soils on his
farm
on his, farm in improved pasture.
and is endeavoring to use them
Six acres were seeded this fall.
for the purpose for which they
The other is to be established in are best
suited.
1951.
As a part of his conservation
He expects the bottom land to plan, he follows a five year rotagive as much income from good tion of one year row crop, one
pasture as it would in any other year small grain and three years
crop. The grass-legume sod will meadow and pasture.
also protect the critical low areas
Mr. Adams practices contour
in the bottom when Goose Creek farming and uses cover crops.
overflows its banks after heavy He plans to construct two ponds
rains. This is safe land use.
for livestock water in the near
Mr. Heaton is changing the lo- future. Suitable locations for the
cation of his permanent tobacco ponds were found when Mr. Adpatch to an area where it will be ams and the soil conservation
easier to work on the contour and service technician were making
farm the conservation way.
the farm conservation plan.

Members Of Farm
Home Program To
Meet Here Dec. 1

r

New members of the Kentucky
Farm and Home Development
Proevam in Caldwell county are
to meet in the basement of the
Christian Church on Friday, December 1, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
County Agent R. A. Mabry announced.
The program was initiated in
Warren and Todd counties in
1948. Twelve counties including
Caldwell were added last year
and ten more counties will be included in the program this year.
The new system embraces the
entire farm family instead of the
individual and the entire farm
instead of separate farm project.;
The plan is to combine the
scientific knowledge of the, College of Agriculture and Home
Ecomonics with the knowledge
and experience of the farm family, so the family may adapt that
knowledge to the situation it
faces.
Specifically, the purpose of the
p;ogram is to assist families in
planning and carrying out farm
and home improvements.
The first meeting will deal
w it Is opportunities, problems,
goals, planning of the farm and
home layout, and the cropping
system, stated Home Agent Wilma Vandiver.
This particular program, which
has been in progress for three
years in Kentucky, has been very
profitable, according to Dr. E. J.
Nesius, College of Agriculture,
University of Kentucky, who interviewed families in several
counties during the past year.
The farm and Home Development program is divided in two
parts. The first consisting of three
meetings Ovhere the principles of
farm and home planning will be
discussed. Approximately thirty

The "Winds of Chance"
are aptly named because no one knows
where ot when they
will strike a vicious
blow! Protect your
home with Windstorm
Insurance. Remember,
this is a capable agency—worthy of your
trust.

W. P. Oldham of Caldwell
county has proved that grass
farming is profitable. Last fall he
bought 97 steers which he sold
in July for $11,200 above the cost
price. The increase was made on
pasture, grass silage, hay and
about $1,000 worth of grain, said
R. A. Mabry, farm agent. The average income was $73 an acre on
140 acres used to produce pasture,
silage and hay.
In addition to the above, a 30acre field was harvested for seed,
yielding 2,000 pounds of Ladino
clover worth $3,000, and 3,000
pounds of fescue worth $1,500. After selling his cattle, he cut hay
and silage from this field for use
next year. He now has 120 steers
bought in October.
Mr. and Mrs. Oldham are taking part in the county's Farm and
Home Development Program.
First singing of the Marine
Corps hymn was during the Mexican Way. The lyrics were . composed 'by an unknown poet of the
Corps who used the music of an
old French opera tune, in 1847.

The cost involved in breeding
cows artificially, in the system
used In Kentucky, consists first of
membership and assessment fees,
which are paid only once, says a
new circular on artificial breeding, published by the College of
Agriculture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky.
The life-time membership is
$8 and the cow assessment fee is
$1 for each cow signed up for
The Philippine Islands, poor in
breeding. If a farmer decides to
breed more cows than the num- native animal life, abound in
ber for which he has paid assess- birds, having some 700 different
ments, he merely pays an addl- species.
Vona! :it for each cow added.
the regular breeding payment
is $5, paid at the time the cow
is tired. Two c.dditienal services
may be given without fort her
charge. After that, however, there
is a charge of an additional $2.
6 Perfectly Matched
In . most herds it is probable
diamonds . . . handthat artificial breeding is cheaper than owning bulls. Also it
chased, 14 K Mountmakes available some of the best
ing
.. . A Real Value!
sires of the dairy breeds.

A contingent_ef Francisco (Poncho) Villa's rebel Mexican army
raided a U. S. Army encampment
near the town of Columbus, New
Mexico, March 9, 1916. Hostile
troops last invaded the continenfamilies can participate in this tal United States in 1916.
part of the program. in the last
six meetings each family will
make their own plan which will
cover the farm and home. As this
requires individual assistance it
will be necessary to reduce the
number to 12 or 15, Mabry stated.

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

WALKER HAS IT
50 pieces Silverware
Service for 8
*MELODY" PATTERN

Ferguson Tractors

$19.95
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry

Hopkinsville Rd.
Phone 3228
Princeton, Ky.

Princeton, Ky.
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SHARE IN OUR SUCCESS!
Trade now for a wonderful deal. Your
present car will probably cover the full
down payment on a big new Dodge

gOod gauge of Kentucky progress
d Nc ky, and of the size of the
lerlc job that's been done, is a
'
,orison of population growth with telehone growth. While the number of people in
tuck), was increasing 4% in ten years,
ordini" to the census, the number of telenes jumped 129%.
A large part of this telephone growth has
place in just the last five years. During
short time Southern Bell has built $45,470.•
of new telephone faciles in Kentucky . .
the number of*Wham by 71* • • •
doubled keg *how cheeks and more
doubled rural tdephones.
Wyse spout moo to sera Kentucky tiltbad
M theism *re years than we
Is the stele live years ago. And we're
right on doini oer bast to mat die cooand
kery deemed for service in sown
to ban.

6 2frorrirs Own
Kentucky Manager

for five minutes—and
we can show you how to save $1,0001
Step inside the big new Dodge—and be
amazed by the extra head room, shoulder
mom, stretch-out leg room. Get behind the
wheel—and be thrilled by the flashing pickup and performance of the high-compression Dodge "Get-Away" Engine. . . the
velvet smoothness of Fluid Drive.

T END us your ears

It doesn't come from the money you
pay us for telephone service .. that
motley sow to Pay wagea, taxes and
other operating costs. The money to
build new facilities must come from
people with money to invest. Theo
why the future of telephone service
depends on the Company's continued ability to pay for the use
of the money invested in telephone facilities.

See Dodge—and you'll agree . . . you
could pay $1,000 more for a car and not
get all these extra-value features. See us
now—for the best deal in town!

USE OUR LAY-AWAY
NOW FOR CHRISTMAS!

We Have Room For Two Hundred Thousand Pounds
of Burley Tobacco To Be Sold Monday, December

urnishinias. Trull 0
hen you won't
es sewing Weed.
......$189.95

WINSTEAD
JEWELERS

Dial 3211

COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
Ill Wes,

VINELESS POTATOES
The first vineless sweet potato
tb be grown in Laurel county was
produced by John D. Day, who
grew slips from a half bushel of
seed potatoes. From 500 plants
set out, he harvested 11 bushels of
excellent quality, a vine being no
larger than a two-gallon bucket.
The potatoes grew in a clump,
and were easy to dig with a hoe,
Mr—Day told Farm Agent M. C.
Giiffin.

THAT-S RIGHT! YOU'LL FIND

YOU COULD PAY $1000 MORE
AND STILL NOT GET THE EXTRA ROOMINESS,
DRIVING EASE AND RUGGED DEPENDABILITY OF DODGE!

Novemb
CETON, KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRIN
Celebrates Birthday
Miss Eldred Entertains
ion of
Clayton
d
Richard Pike Giannini,
Atten
57
ls
Instal
Class
Fahola
For Brides
Tea.
Mrs. B. W. Giannini,
With
and
Mr.
Here
on
Reuni
Family
ted his first
Officers At Meeting
Miss Mary Wilson entertained Cadiz road, celebra
rs of the

candelabra entwined with ivy.
by
The bride, given in marriage
The Ogden Memorial Methodist her cousin, Vernal M. Davis, wore
church at 10 o'clock Thursday a ballet length dress of peacock
morning, November 23, was the taffeta trimmed in gold embroiscene of the wedding of Miss dery and rhinestones with gold
Betty Jean Dunn, daughter of accessories. She carried a small
Mrs. J. B. Jones and the late Wil- white Bible' and a white orchid.
liam Dunn, and Mr. J. T. Fralick, Her only jewelry was a tiny
son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Hugh necklace of imported pearls.
Franck. The Rev. J. F. Callender,
servMiss TVIaglean Dunn, who
pastor of the. church officiated
maid of honor,
sister's
her
ny.
as
ceremo
ring
ed
at the double
street length model of
, The altar was decorated with wore a
with matching sebrown
small palms and ferns with white cocoa

Dunn - Franck
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a birthday ,dinner, complete ya
cake and the single candle eft
oration Monday night.
Mrs. Ellen ToWery, great-gr •
, Mr. and Mrs. Tow
membe
mother
grand
even
class
his
Fifty-s
School
of
y
C.
W.
Sunda
home
The Tahola
honor of Mrs.
birthday at the
their friends with a tea In
Runisey B. parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. Roy Mr. and Mrs. Giannini and Billy
of the First Christian Church met Clayton family and
Mrs.
add
Jr.,
,
Sparks
with a
in the basement on Friday night celebrated Thanksgiving
home, 719 Towery, West Main street, with Jr., were present.
in the Taylor, Jr., at her
afternoon
when a potluck supper was ser- pot luck dinner served
day
Wednes
Main,
Christian West
ved. After the supper the class basement of the First
4 to 5:30 p. m.
from
Thurshour
noon
was entertained by a quartette Church at the
Mrs. Eugene Orr and Mrs. Ancomposed of Mr. and Mrs. Bill day.
and grandreunion nie Warren, mother
Wilson
and
family
Smith
the
Cecil
ing
Scott,
Attend
Taylor,
Cotton - Whitsett
n, mother of Mrs. Rumsey
Clayto
Miss
by
Joe
anied
Mrs.
aerimnp
t;
and
Parren
Mr.
were
were guests in the Eldred
The wedding of Miss Roselle
Jr.,
n,
Clayto
nd
Raymo
.
Stegall
Lois
Mr. and Mrs.
Cotton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Bill Scott was installed Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wooster, and home.
Francis Cotton, and Mr. Thomas
ndAssisting in serving were Mris
by
the
class
the
as president of
011ie Clayton, all of Indepe
mothers
lierschel Whitsett, son of Mr.
Filer, pastor 'of the ence, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Sparks and Mrs. Taylor,
George
Rev.
took
t,
Whitset
and Mrs. Ernest
s installed Clayton, Mr. and Mrs. Walter of the honorees.
officer
Other
.
church
Noday,
place at p. m. Wednes
were Neil Bannister, vice-presi- Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Glover J.
Other Princeton folk included
vermber 22, in St. Paul's'Catholic
dent; Mrs. Jerald Stewart, secre- Lewis, Mr. and Mre._ ,Stanley
Charles Lewis and
Church. The Rev. Richard Clemtary, and Frederick Stallins, treas- Clayton, Eva Lynn aicrDianne; Mr. and Mrs.
ents officiated.
Mrs. Glover J.
and
n,
Mr.
Clayto
Judy;
Cordon
urer.
Mrs.
Mr. and
The bride chose for her wede attending the meeting Glenda, Sthellie and Donna; Mr. Lewis, Jr., and baby; Mrs. Carl
Thos
ding an aqua velveteen suit, with *ere Mrs. Charles Gaddie, teach- and Mrs. Elvis Scarberry, Mr.
Harmon and son; Mr. and Mrs.
matching hat, and brown acces- er; Mr. arid Mrs. Alton Templeand Mrs. Gordon Lisanby, Roger
Bill Lewsories. Her corsage was a white ton, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick and Barbara; Mr. and Mrs. Euel Rufus Boaz and Sandy;
Hooks,
Floyd
Wade,
s
Charle
orchid. Miss Joan King, maid of Stallins, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Egis,
Sweeney, Wayne and Don, all of
honor, chose a navy suit with bert, Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Stew- Princeton; Mr. and Mrs. Ray Har- Mickey, and • Sue Cravens, ShirPrinceton, Ky.
Dial 3211
Sandra, Annie and Dumpie
pink accessories. Her corsage-was art, Mr. and Mrs. Neil Bannister,
per, George and Don, Dawson ley,
Skees
Earl
Mr.
•
as.
white gardeni
Sweeney.
Rev. and .Mrs. George Filer, Mr. Springs.
•
served as best man.
and Mrs. Bill Scott, Mr. and Mrs.
A small reception was held at Roy Sullivan, Mr. and Mrs.
the Princeton Hotel. Mr. and Mrs. George Stephens, Mr. and Mrs.
Whitsett will make their home James Berkley, Mr. and Mrs
at 404 Washington street.
Aaron Horning, Mrs. Kenney MaMrs. Whitsett is a graduate of son, Mrs. W. E. Childress, Mrs.
Mount St. Joseph Academy, Ma- Frank Giannini, Jr., Mrs. Jean
ple Mount, Kentucky. Mr. Whit- Woodall, .Mrs. Marvin Darnell,
sett is a graduate of Butler High Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Kirkman
School, and also attended Western and Charles Gaddie.
State Teachers College, Bowling
Mrs. Burhl Hollowell
Green.
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THREE BIG DAYS OF
SAVINGS - THURS., FRI. AND
SAT. — NOV. 30th-DEC. 2nd

Host To Pollyannas
Rose And Garden Club
To Meet December .7

A Model
for every
need.
Low Cost High Performance.

The Pollyanna Sunday School
class of the First Baptist Church
met on Tuesday night, November
Mrs. Henry Sevison announced 21 with Mrs. Burhl liollowell n
that the Princeton Rose and GarMadisonville street with each
den Club will meet at the George member answering roll call with
Deay,
Thursd
on
y
Librar
Coon
a verse of scripture. Mrs. James
cember 7 at 7:30 p. m.
Morrison led the devotional.
an
bring
to
asked
Members are
After the business session the
mas
Christ
arrangement of a n y
served refreshments to 24
hostess
outside
material for use inside or
They were Mesdames
s.
member
the house, it was stated.
b!ary Poi ter, James Whits, John
cessories and her corsage was Furgerson, John Smith, James
white carnatons. Mr. Bill Ed Morrison, Lyle Yowell, James
Wells, John Hopper, Hugh Pugh,
Morgan was best man.
Mrs. Jones, mother of the bride, L. J. Bryant, 'Mitchell Rowland,
wore a wine suit with black ac- Richard Brown, Logan Hyde,
cessories with a corsage of white Brad Lacy, Leon Cummins, Barkley Townes, Grady Moore, Marcarnations.
Preceding the ceremony Mrs. shall Ethridge, Robert Simpson,
Cooper Crider played "Liebes- John Nation, Oscar George, Virtraum", and the Rev. Callender ginia Brown, Miss Elaine Morris
sang "Because", a n d "Thine and Mrs. Hollowell.
Alone". During the ceremony
Billy Gresham, student at thet
'Mrs. Crider played 'Claire De Bowling Green Business UniverLune". After, the closing player, sity, spent the weekend with his
Rev. Callender sang "0 Perfect parents, Mr. and Mrs. Billie T.
Love", and the Mendelssahn Gresham.
Wedding March was used for the
recessional.
TIC, RHEUMATIC VICTIMS
Shortly after the ceremony Mr. ARTHRI
F3ster, longer Lasting
inOffered
enterta
Now
and Mrs. Fred Teasley
ed the bridal party and a large Relief From Dcep-Seated Pains
number of family and friends Amazing new "Film-Coated" tablet
with a Thanksgiving dinner.
does not have toxic, useless action in
Mrs. Fralick is a graduate of stomach. Path-relieving medicine it/
directly
Butler High School and an em- carried to intestine. Strikes
, deep-seated pain anct
ployee of the Linton and Barnes at chronic
Restream.
blood
stiffness, through
Clinic. The • bridegroom is em- duces uric acid and speeds soothing,
n-Dunn
ployed by the Colema
analgesic action to all pain wracked
Company.
muscles and Joints. New "FilmAfter a brief wedding trip the Coated" compound, called Ar-Pancouple will be at home at 309 Ex. Is available at
CORNER DRUG STORE
North Seminary street, city.

WOMEN'S FELT

HOUSE SHOES
e but
Sizes 4 to 8. It's hard to believ
Pair
it's true.
LOVELY

MINIATURE DOLLS
Ideal Gifts

LOOK!

300 YARDS

GABARDINE ti 1111
2 Yards For Ni
Short Lengths
karliallaatailailiata-tallAIPII1140441/441111•011494,044V,,f

svv

$1n00
MEN'S PART WOOL

DRESS

stoo

SOCK2

Pair For
WHAT A BUY

MEN'S BROADCLOTH

PAJAMAS
2 For

$3.00.
PILLOWS

Made of Crushed Chicken
Each
Feathers.

Huge Flour Squares

$1.00

BEAUTIFUL

HEAD SQUARES
HEIDENBERG

PANELS or PAIRS

11111111111111.11114111k,...
ilanapiarawom•anfacaniamiellapi...••..aiwba.•,--,,ealamasa
Ladies Look -- Special Purchase
25 ALL WOOL COVERT CLOTH COATS
$14.00
Only
bartartfaminiano......arlam.b....tapbari.re.a.-p!,-.--,-•
30 ONLY
50 ONLY - LAD ES
LADIES' GABARDINE1

COATS

:

At this unbelievable
low price

ONLY

0
1$4.00 &rOa704P$6.0
0.
$2
1100901
lfeerlh
drundrO
r
droa
oillOal
roaroor
droaroa
,varkin
fiWomen's and Children's
LADIES' DAINTY

RAYON GOWNS
LADIES' LACE TRIMMED

RAYON SLIPS

Give her the stockings she, herself, would
choose—these are America's most called-for
nylons. There are no lovelier gifts under the
tree than 51-gauge, 15 denier HUMMING
BIRDS, a favorite with everybody because
they're famous for wear. Give a lavish present
of several pairs!
Fine-grain tissue faille with curved neckline,
gently flaring skirt. Bead-studded loops sparkle
on the skirt and at the shoulder. Warm and
wonderful colors. Regular and half-sizes.

$2.00
Shoes
$1.00
5 Only Men's Hats
Pairs Men's Pants -- — — $2.00
Men's Cotton Flannel Shirts — $1.33
Boy's Cotton Flannel Shirts — $1.77
90 x 105 Chenille Spreads — $5.00
LOOK: Throw Rugs — — — — $1.00
Beautiful Curtains
— $3.00 & $6.00
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WANTED!

INSURANCE

IT'S BETTER TO HAVE IT
AND NOT NEED IT
THAN TO NEED IT AND
NOT HAVE IT

SHERIFF

"Real Old Willow" by BOOT1IS in
exquisitely fine dinnerware
imported from England. In inimi
table blue touched with gold
...a pattern of ageless beauty
that

smart tables everywhere.

$4.95 to $7.95

1„);»»»»»»»)»)»»»))»)ma
Princeton Shoe Co.

d

You are always welcome at the Farm Equipment Headquarters.
Let us show you the
following bargains ---

•

adds charm and beauty to

5 Pc. Place Setting

Hopkinsville, Ky.

sarserterseesarsaresacionieris,,e,
osetae

seesers,voyearsierseetiarse—

rail 5Thie,

A "Comfy" Gift Idea
Wrap Around Style in
Rayon Crepe Slips
4 Gore Style

.

. „

F-20 Tractor With Mower and Cultivator

Sparking
Rhinestone For
Every Occasion

2.98

She'll be thrilled with this
lovely pink slip. Trimmed
with 2-inch cotton lace on
2-piece V bodice, hem. Handy adjustable shoulder
straps. Sizes: 32-40.

WOMEN'S

Rayon Gown
Pink or Blue

1.98

Lovely multi-filament rayon trimmed with 3-in, lace
at top, straps. Bow trim.
Sizes: 32-38.

Purchase
0TH COATS
$14.00
Ly _ LADIES''
A cozy cotton chenille

Father-Son Everetts

Soft, Suedine Purses
Five Colors

Warm felt with leather
soles. Comfortable platform
style. Corduroy trim, Sizes:
.6-11. For son in sizes: 2 to 6.

_._ $2.
-- $1.
— — $2.
irts — $1.3
ids —
$

298

Top handle, frame pouches
and boxy styles lined with
faille or rayon crepe. Neat
trims.

robe with long sleeves,
pointed collar, 1-pocket, tie belt.

White Gift

Hankies
Beautiful
Gloves In All
Colors by Hansen

The Latest Style In
Purses - In Corde,
Calf and Faille In
Al! Colors

Box
Combed lawn
with variety of
pastel embroidered corners. 3
in box.

$5.
$1.

infauitie

Bootees
•

"

2-Style Choice
White Dots
Red Calf With With
Sued
e
Black
White Dots
"
By Glamour.

We Appreciate Your
Past and Future Patronage.

COLEMAN-DUNN
COMPANY

98c

100% worsted wool in either solid colors with block
design or panel design. 4
colors.

Sanforised
Mercerized white broadcloth with 9-in. standard
fused collar. Regular cuff.;
Sizes: 14-17.

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETQN, KENTUCKY

Pa • Ei ht

RELIEF AT LAST
For Your COUGH
Creomulsion relieves promptly because
it goes right to the scat of the trouble,
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
membranes. Guaranteed to please you
or money refunded. Creomulsion has
stood the test of millions of users.

CREOMULSION
rearms Coughs, Chest Colds. Acate Bronchitis

The minor, project was "Hints
.In The Mime", given
on Safety.
by the hostess, Mrs. Dick Sons.
The clubacitioprried to meet with
Mrs. Hugh Yates, December 20.
Those present were Mrs. Harlan Ennis, Mrs. Dolph Williamson, Nrrs. A. D. McElroy, Mrs.
William Coleman, Mrs. J. C. Myers, Mrs. Herbert Williams, Miss
Barbara Williams, Mrs Floyd
Dunbar, Mrs. Raymond Phelps,
Miss Grace Adamson, Mrs. Hugh
Yates, Mrs. Leslie Bright. Mrs.
Clifton Clift, Mrs. Dick Sons and
Denny Williams.

charge *of the
recreational
gram .following w hi ell'
:
menus were served to Mrs
Fredonia Valley
Shoulder*,' Miss
Robbie
The Fredonia Valley Homemak-:
Mrs. Claude McConnell, Mrs,
or:Club met at the home of Mrs.
Dice Jones, Mrs, George
Russell Yates, Tuesday, Novem-.
while staring bug-eyed at me. I
Mrs. Hylari Mitchell, Mrs
WalMrs.
with
m.
ber 14 at 1:30 p.
kn,PW What Is being whispered
Nineas White, Mrs. Albert If
co-hostess.
Woodall
as
ton
any
lip-reading.
without using
teen members and one visitor anMiss Dorothy Furgerson,Meg,
And I hate to see it start, because
swered roll call with "wbat
Hs K. Crawford, Mrs. j
I know the parental rough stuff
Thanksgiving means to me."
that is to follow.
Mitchell, Mrs. Clint Hopper,
vice-presi'Mn. J. J. Rogers,
Collin Ladd, Mrs. Ramey
One time while I was dusting
J
dent, presided in absence of the
stori, Mrs. Homer Mitchell,
my jalopy at the curb, two prewho
Rice
M.
F.
Mrs.
'president,
MoSeoe
me.
They
,
kindergarteners spied
Mitchell, 1e i as
now resides in California. In the
Mashburn, Mrs. Lee Ma
dropped their toys and went into '
Mrs.
J.
J.
Rogmeeting,
business
Mrs. Ray B. Martin and Mrs
a huddle. Soon one apparently
ers was elected the new president, Otter Pond
B. Stroube.
delegated as spokesman, came
vicePond
Homemakers
Brenda,
T
h
e
Otter
Herman
and
Mrs.
Visitors were Miss De
forward and asked:
president. Club adjourned from, met in the community house Mitchell and Miss
"Are you .a doctor?"
Wilma Vi
business for the major project, Tuesday, November 21, with Mrs. ver.
•
When I told him I was not—
"Individualizing your clothes", Ray B. Martin and Mrs. Raythat the doctor's office was across
given by the leaders; Mrs. Floyd mond Strotehe as co-hostess with
The Carlsbad Caverns in
the street—be challenged me:
N
Jones and Mrs. Walton Woodall. each member answering roll call Mexico are estimated
to be 200
"Well then,'w'hat are you wearMinor project, "Stop Home Acci- by telling "What Thanksgiving 000,000 years old
and have
ing 'that thing in your ear for?"
dents", was discussed by the Means to Me."
yet been completely expio
I patiently explained that I was
club, led by Mrs. Virgil Coleman.
During the business session led The deepest passage
deaf and that this contrivance
Mrs. Cecil Brasher, reading chair- by the president, Mrs. Homer present is 1150 feet uncovered
under groan
was like a little telephone.
man, gave a brief history of the -Mitchell, it was voted to have
"Does it go?" he asked.
homemakers collect written by the usual annual potluck supper
When a tidal wave swept ov
And they don't have to be old
Mary Stewart.
on Thursday, December 7, at 6:30 Port Royal, Jamaica, in
1892,
enpugh to talk to notice a hear- SUDDEN DEATH: Bodies of passengers he nuermingiea wan twisted jumotect wreckage inMrs. Walton Woodall, recrea- p. m. in the cc:Immunity house.
pie' said it was retribution
ing aid. One tiny girl merely put side telescoped Long Island railroad car after accident on New York-Jamaica Main line in Kew tional leader, led the group in
"Individualizing your. clothes" the pirate lair's sins.
a finger in her ear, tipped her Gardens section of Queens, New York. Killed and injured were, homeward bound Manhattan
games and songs after which the was the theme of the major lesson
head to one side, squinted and office workers and travelers bound for Thanksgiving visits in Long Island homes. (AP Wire- club adjourned to meet with Mrs. given by Mrs Guy Shoulders with
gave me a quizzical grimace. I photo)
Virgil Coleman im-Elecemlaer for Mrs. Jimmie Mitchell assisting.in
nodded my head affirmatively
an all day Christmas meeting.
bow to fit and adjust patterns.
and she smiled satisfied.
The thing almost got me pinchRefreshments were served to
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Kentucky Dam will be
A doddering old gent, offering plugs. The theory was that it
Floyd Jones, Charles Baker, J.
December 9 in a brief ribbon- J. Rogers, Cecil Brasher, Adrain
profuse apologies, asked me if I was safe as long as the driver ill for a week.
Mrs. Humble was at the Tem- cutting ceremony sporseored by Faughn, Gillihan, Edd Phelps.
were deaf in only one ear. After was at the wheel. So I thought
the Kentucky Lake Association. Orvill Prowell, Noble Paris,*RuI told'him no, both ears, he want- I'd try it—very foolishly, of ple broadcast Sunday evening.
ed to know why I didn't wear one course, ,because I was waiting for
TVA Chairman Gordon Clapp ble Akridge, Walton Woodall,
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Campbell
my wife, who promised as usual were in Madisonville Saturday. . and Governor Lawrence Wether- Charles Wilson, Howard Easley,
in both ears!
A nice thing about it is the that she would be "right out."
Mr. George Glass is visiting by have been invited to partici- Margarite Zuermuehlen, and Rus.devt 041441-eited
way pretty girls notice it. Before
I fell asleep waiting, and was his father, Walter Glass.
pate in the dedication ceremony. sell Yates; Misses Wilma VanI wore one of these instruments, awakened by a cop who walked
IN THE HOME OR OFFIC5
After the dedication ceremony, diver, Sandra Woodall and Phyliss
Mr. Dewey Pool was in Hopthey never gave me a second up from the traffic side.
kinsville one day last week.
which will be brief due to un- Brenda.
look. When I'd pass a pretty
"What's the matter, Buddy?"
Mrs. Minnie Fralick and Mrs. certain • weather at this time of
girl on the street I did all the he asked, "Been drinking?"
Reba Franklin were in Green- year, the crowd will go to the
Crider
looking. Now they look at me.
Mumbling "no", I started to ville one day last week helping main dining room of Kentucky
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they saw.
Commissioner
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Conservation
right. Stay where you are," he Saturday night.
well-fitting dress, she must first
Mr. Monroe Powell was vis- Henry Ward also is scheduled to
said. "I just wanted to find out
know what is a good fit in a garspeak at the luncheon.
if that thing in your ear worked." iting his family recently.
ment," Mrs. A. D. McElroy told
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin
The ribbon-snipping ceremony*
He didn't see the fire plug on
Crider Homemakers.
spent Sunday in Hopkins coun- will start at 12 o'clock noon. Cars
the other side of the car.
Miss Barbara Williams read the
filled with state and TVA offiSOME WORK, SOME DON'T
If you get one to fit your defi- cials will go across the bridge and thought for the day and the specOne of the uses of an ear phone
ciency proprely, it works wonder- return before the parade of pri- ial entertainment committee gave
(some people want us to call
fully. Otherwise it can be a vate • cars starts across it. The their report on making money
them audicales) is to hear with.
for the club. Mrs. J. C. Myers
screeching device of the devil.
luncheon meeting starts at 12:30
gave a report on "How Books
Before I ever wore one, no one p. m.
Come to be Made."
would speak up. Now when some
Completion of the highway
Years from today, sorneon• to whom you gore a Victor Traosuns Chest
people see it, they start hollering, bridge over Kentucky Dam will
this Christmas may be th• victim of a fire in his horn* or office and
even though I can hear whispers. go far in the development of U.
your gift may 0• the only thing to prevent his losing many •ahrobla.
heat reoch.ng 1700' C.
Treasure Chests are certified to withstand
I was hard of hearing for so S. Highway 62 as the shortest and
FIRE
for at least on• hour. Visit as and se• for yourself how this g.ft giros
many years that I had forgotten best east-west highway route
to
Cu,...
lasting
fire
protection
for
years
INSURANCE
what music sounded like. First through Kentucky. The highway
the violins faded from an orches- also will cross the Cumberland
tra and then, as the years rolled river over the new bridge now
CALL relo
by, the entire melod'y vanished. under construction near Eureka..
MARK CUNNINGHAM. Agt
The first hearing aids I wore fit-'
Complete insut ante Service
Phone 2141
ted-to poorly that music was only ty.
III W. Market St.
Mrs. Sadie Poe has been visitanother noise to turn off. I finally got a new device that was ing in Madisonville.
perfect for my case.
It was Christmas time and my
wife wanted me to take her to
church. We went to a carol service on Christmas eve. I hadn't
heard those songs since I was a
kid, and frankly I cried like a
kid.
TUB SOUND AND THE FURY
But it had been fun wearing
that first wierd distortion device,
too. I thought a horse was clomp—
ing along behind me on the sidewalk. I turned around and it was
a young woman. I hadn't heard
He might be an Attorney, a Cona woman's heels for so long.
tractor, a Druggist, a Grocer, an
Before the electronics wizards
Automobile Dealer. Whatever
started putting tiny radio tubes
his business . . . whatever the
in these instruments, they workproduct or service you are looked bn the old fashioned carbon
ing for, you'll find it in the
telephone principle. They dis'YELLOW PAGES' torted various pitches far beyond normal. A tinkling little ratof your Telephone Directory
tle in an autofobile was a trial
... your handiest guide to
for your nerves.
After having paid a service staWHO BUYS — SELLS
tion to get rid of a very annoying
RENTS — REPAIRS
rattle in my car, I drove around
the block and still heard It. Returning immediately, I spoke to
the boss, in choice old Ar my
terms. He put his mechanic right
back to work on the car.
The mechanic, shaking his
head, muttered something to his
boss. The boss laughed and then
told me:
"He wants to know wraTeou
wear that thing in your ear for.
SOUTHERN SILL TELEPHONE
He says you can hear things that
AND TILEDRAAM COMPANY
t7
we can't."

Homemakers News

People With Tin Ears
Often Hear Odd Things
(By David G. Bareuther)
Wafing a hearing aid is something like wearing a monocle.
It gets you a lot ef attention—
especially from the small fry.
The smaller they come, the
quicker they notice the gadget in
your ear and the harder they
stare.
It's too bad sometimes—for the
youngster, that is.
I know from. experience. Not
that I'm a youngster. Not by 50
years. But by having worn "that
thing" in my left ear for some
15 years, I've unintentionally
caused many a kid to get rough
treatment from his mother.
I'll be waiting for an elevator.
The door will open and a little
fellow, about to get out, will stop
Short. His blue eyes open as wide
as Eddie Cantor's ever did. His
jaw drops in frank amazement.
His mother, behind him, gives a
push.
He stumbles past me without
taking his eyes off "that thing."
Staggering backward and still
looking, he trips and sits down.
Yanking hi In to his feet, his
mother gives him a smart cuff on
the stern.
A SURE DANGER SIGN
On a bus or in a restaurant it
is common for a little one to start
whispering urgently to a parent,
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Where you headed?

To see the
hottest thing in town-
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with43new

the NEW 1951 Chevrolet

Look Ahead ... at your Ford Dealer's
todayl Look at the '51 Ford!
Here's the car designed and built not just
for thls year and next, but for the years
to come. To stay in style, to stay young in
performance, to stay thrifty!

OUR

Conlin
SATUR D

WARREN'S

It's the '51 Ford with 43 new "Look
Ahead" features—every one planned
and engineered for the years ahead.

PAINT
•Wears Better
• Lasts Longer
• Goes Further
PROTECT &BEAUTIFY
WITH

Exterior Paint Available
PRICED AS LOW AS

PAINT

$5.00

WELL ADVISE You ON
YOUR PAINTING,PROBLEMS

You'll find such advances as the new
Automatic Ride Control that makes even
rough roads easy on you—easy on the
car itselfl This unique new springing system
automatically adjusts spring reaction to
rood conditions. Automatic Rid. Control
Includes Advanced "Hydra-Coil" Front
Springs and new Variable-Rate Rear

Spring Suspension. Both team with new
"Viscous Control" Shock Absorbers to give
you a relaxing ride, a level ride—no
jounce, no pitch, no roe!
Yes you'll ride in comfort in the new '51
Ford . . . and you'll ride in style, tool
Inside and out, you'll find beauty in every
detail of styling, coachwork and finish
of this fine new Ford. And it is beauty that
lasts because the quality is there!
You can have your choice of two
great Ford economy engines: the worldfamous, 100-h.p. V-8 or its companion in

quality and quiet, the 95-hp. Six. Both
of these engines offer the Automatic Mileage Maker that matches timing to fuel
charges so that every drop of gasoline is
used—none wasted.
offered
And in the new '51 Ford you are
transmissions
a choice of three advanced
—the Conventional Drive, the Overdrive,'"
and
and Fordomatic Drive,' the newest
Visit
finest of all automatic transmissions.
and
your Ford Dealer today to see
&Ail
ever
Ford
"Test Drive" this finest
eetiewsif sa eerier's*.

You can pay more but you calif buy better

per gallon

Come in and "Test Drive" it Today

ORD
RANDOLPH MOTORS

Stevens Chevrolet Co.
W.Market St.

Phone 2028
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•
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continuing the steady increase
In percentage of hospital deliveries which has been noted in re(Last Week's News)
cent years. There was a slight
we representing lie, hopes, dreams and &muttons of those
decrease in the number of stillMrs. 0. W. Scott, Louisville,
almost
county
of
Caldwell
Princeton
populace
and
the
births occurring in the state as has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
ade up
By Dr. W. L. Cash
well as in the infant death rate. I. T. Sholar and family.
re ago recorded nowhere but In the yellowed files of Twicewill
be
years
as
published
a
those
regular Leader
However, the latter still remainMr. and Mrs. Tulley Choice
. (County Health Officer)
k Leader of
are
reproduced just II the Princeton re
The articles
The total resident death rate ed favorably low in comparison were Sunday visitors of Mr. and
turn
of
the century, wrote them.
smartly after the
,with rates prior to 1946. .
Mrs. W. F. Glenn of Paducah.
for Kentucky for 1949 was 9.5
Death rates from communicable
my 27, '1044. Mrs. Louard Cuntberiand Manufacturing cornMr. and Mrs. Howard Leeper 1,000 population—a decrease
diseases which showed a favor- Cash and son, Keith, Dawson
from 10.0 per 1,000 for 1948—acand little son arrived last pany.
able decline included tuiberculo- Springs, visited her parents, Mr.
cording to the recently released
from Tampa, Florida,
sis, syphilis, influenza, measles, and Mrs. I. T. Sholar, Sunday.
April 27, .C 19:4. * Mary Nelle
the
of
Statistics.
Vital
Rrport
Mrs.
mother,
her
visit with
diphtheria and encephalitis. On
Mrs. Claudia Nabb is visiting
Farmer, Princeton, will be one of
Kentucky. State Department of
the opposite side of the ledger, her sister, Mrs. Rodman Redd, in
Blythe and other relatives.
Health.
the dancers in the "Minuet in the
deaths from dysentery, whoop- Gracey.
• •.
Statistics further show that
ing cough, meningitis and. typhoid
Marcia and Bonnie Bryant spent .
uary 3, 1944. A pupil of May Day exercises at Blue Mounheart disease, cancer and cerebral
fever increased in rate. The several days last week with Kay
•abekah Henderson at But- tain . College, Blue Mountain,
hemorrhage—the top three causes
death rate from poliomyelitis Nabb.
of death in the state—were rehoot, Irene Smith was re- Miss., Monday. She is a daughter
was roughly five times greater
Mr. and Mrs. T. T. Shoiar and
of Mr. and Mrs. Euen Farmer,
sponsible for 50 per cent of all
winner in the annual
than the rate *for the previous Mrs. 0. W. Scott spent Sunday in
Franklin street.
deaths in 1949. Next in order as
contest
held
spelling
year. Those communicable dis- Evansville and visited Mos. Sho• • •
-wide
leading causes were accidents,
eases which have shown an in- lar's brother-in-law, 'Mr. John
courthouse here last Sat=
May 4, 1944. Mrs. Lillie F.
nephritis, pneumonia and tuberafternoon. Runner-up was Murphy and Mr. and Mrs. J. T. FIND MAN WHO DIDN'T SHOOT DEER: Seven brothers and sisters smilingly display trophies sulosis. These first seven were crease will also be dealt with in Friday, who is critically ill in a
hospital in that city.
'
Blau of Cobb, who was Martin left Wednesday for Louis- at Milwaukee, Wis., of a weekend deer hunt but their father, Frank Sieber, Sr., extreme right, the same and remained unchang- future columns.
ated on the word "tailor". ville where they will attend the only member of the party who failed to shoot a deer, just registers disgust. Left to right, the ed in rank as in the 1948 report.
• • •
graduation exercises of Miss Haz- successful hunters are: Jack, 21; Nelson, 28; Rebfart, 31; Pat, 24; Frank, Jr., 30, Clarence, 15; Shir- Each of these will be dealt with
eh 23, 1944. Juliet Pepper el Martin, from the W. M. U. De- ley, 16, all of Milwaukee. (AP Wirephoto)
separately in succeeding columns.
verne Lewis passed mental partment of the Louisville TheoA total of 75,610 live births
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Second and fourth Sundays, — Dr. Robert H. Daines of RutJuly 13, 1944. Captain and Mrs. FIRST CHRISTIAN
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about
all
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7
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Days,
Holy
10, where they will take J E. Mann and .ittle son, Carter .
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
says
He
sweet
potatoes.
storing
Mass at to
I examinations. Miss Pep- Garrett, of Alexandria, Va., are Services:
it is important because the U. g.
a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.' visiting her parents, Mr. and
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS- sweet potato crop is worth $100,and
street,
Mrs.
Franklin
,r,
Clifton Carter, West Marpepp,
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m. PITAL CHAPEL
000,000 a year and 20 per cent
The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
Lewis, a daughter of Mr. ket street.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
third and fifth Sundays, of it rots in storage.
First,
rs. Floyd Lewis, Princeton.
Sunday.
stored
He says they should be
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
have been employed.by tre • August 24, 1944. Kathryn Kevil
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Second and fourth Sundays, at 80 degree temperature with 90
left last week for Wallkill; N. Y.,
Wedneseach
Rehearsal
Choir
to 95 per cent humidity for a few • GOOD (PlALITY
Mass at 8 o'clock.
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
where she is serving as a counseday at 7:00 p m.
days. Thia will give the potatoes
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
lor at Camp Wendy. She will reRev. William Burntraeger is a chance to grow new skin over • GOOD WORKMANSHIP
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
turn the latter part of August. CENTRAL PRFSBYTERIAN
pastor and the Rev. Richard damaged areas, and keep out disRelief
Amazing
•
•
•
ck
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
ease. Then the temperature 'GOOD VALUE
Clements is assistant pastor.
September 7, 1944. Miss Martha SUNDAY
should be lowered to 55 degrees.
or Your Stomach
Jane Lester and Anna Katherine
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
But if you are a housewife and • IN GOOD TASTE
STOMACH Pruett left this morning for FulHARVEY
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
just want to store sweet potatoes
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
ton. Mo., where they will enter
• TMENT goes further
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
Sunday School every Sunday for a few days--dunk them in
We pay all phone charges.
most stomach treatments William Woods College. They are WEDNESDAY
afternoon at 2:30.
the refrigerator, he says.
he market today. It is 1944 graduates of Butler High
Princeton, Ky.
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
Phone 3698
Preaching every second and
up of four different med- School.
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
Lignite must be specially treat•
•
•
fourth Sunday afternoons at
. One of the main ined if it is to approach the heat- Phone 3214
Prisseetes, Ey
,
October 19, 1944. John Earl OGDEN METHODIST
2:30.
'eats is belladonna.
ing value of coal.
Prayer meeting every Saturguarantee this wonderful Davis, U. S. Coast Guard is on Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
day at 7:30 p. m.
cine to relieve ulcer pain, furlough, visiting his parents, Mr.
Church SchoM, 9:45 o'clock
that acid, gassy, belchy, and Mrs. George Davis, Franklin
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
ous and lack of pep feel- street.
Methodist Youth Fellowship. Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor.
• • •
Compare its price with
6 o'clock
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30
23,
Pvt.
Russell
1944.
November
stomach preparations.
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock a. m.
Woodall, who recently returned
this treatment today—
Wednesday Evening Seew‘le, 7
Sunday School-9:45 a. m.
is no need to suffer. Ask from two years service in North o'clock
Training Union-6 p. m.
druggist for Harvey Tab. Afiica, Sicily and Italy, is visitEvening Worship-7 p. m.
ing his father, C. A. Woodall and FIRST BAPTIST
SOLD ONLY AT
Evening Worship-7:45 p. m.
Mrs.
Woodall,
Maple
Avenue.
Pastor
Hatter,
M.
G.
H.
000 DRUG STORE
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
• • •
School
9:45 a. m. Sunday
PRINCETON, KY.
7 p. m.
December 14, 1944. Mr. and
Service
10:50 a. m. Morning
kJENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
6:15 p.n. Training Union
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, Mrs. Maude Turner, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
7:30 p. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
Young People's Service 6:00
PRINCETON
p.m.
Established 1907
IMMACUTHE
CHURCH Or
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
LATE CONCEPTION, EARLpray.?
Wednesday evening
Ovel 40 sears we have stayed and paid
INGTON
service 7:00 p.m.
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Mrs. Stegar Dollar of Bowling
Green, were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Dique Eldred and Miss
Mary Wilson Eldred, West Main
street.
• • •
•
December 21, 1944. Norman
Bromley, studnet at M.S.T.C.,
Murray, is spending the holidays
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
L. Bromley, South Seminary
street.

Doswts7Pem111
NEW

faster service
anywhere In U. S.

Exclusive rapid rood service for
GI4C owners—call W•stern Union
Operator 25 for norn• of nearest
GMC approved swyks

CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
Preaching services every second and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
and 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Thursday night at 7 p. m.
Sunday school every Sunday
morning at 9:45 a. m.
CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
W. H. Tallent, minister
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Wednesday at 7:45 p. m., followed by
choir rehearsal.
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
(Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Services every second Saturday
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
at 11 a. m.
Sunday School at 10 am, and
services on fourth Sunday at 11
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
DONALDSON BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. m.
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
FREDONIA PENTICOSTAL
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
Sunday School 10 a.M.

these uncertain days it's wise to
buy a rugged truck that can roll
with the punches for years to come.
Big fleet operators who keep careful
check on all makes of trucks tell us that
GMC's are consistent standouts for
long life with minimum maintenance.
N

I

higher sustained torque—more pull=
an riwine that delivers fullpower without
eating its heart out!
There are many other extra-value
reasons why a GMC is your best buy
for the long haul. We'll be glad to
give you proof!

2-ton
1
That goes for all GMC's from /
models up. Many GMC Diesel trucktractors are still highballing loads with
more than a million nodes of over-theroad service behind them.
The reason is—every GMC is all
truck! Every GMC is designed by
truck engineers for truck service with
100% truck-built parts. You get a real
truck engine with high horsepower and

WHITE SULPHUR
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Minister
Sunday School-14:00 a. m.
Morning Service-11:00 a. m.
Training Union-6:30 p. m.
Evening Service-7:30 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday-7:00 p.m.
Attend the church where you
will receive a cordial welcome.

Keach's in Hopkinsville
FOR COMPLETE
HOME FURNISHINGS

The men folk will sing the praises of your Arrow gifts ...
all year long! Choose from snowy whites... smart new
solid colors . .. dashing stripes . . . in a complete choice
of famous Arrow collar styles. Mitoga tailored for better
St! Buttons anchored on to stay! Sanforized labeled, of
course (shrinkage less than 1%). Perfect for every man
on your gift list. So come Arrow gift-shopping here today,

"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"

Phone 3163
with your GMC dealer
You'll do better on a used truck

WHITES! SOLID COLORS! STRIPES!

for America's favorite shirts.

GelsrealariaI
Market St.

Arrow Shirts
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Cub Scouts To Meet At
Ladies'
‘h GlIke
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Men's
Butler Friday Night
Holt, NV
All Cub Stouts and their parAn,
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d
atten
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Classified Ads

White Sulphur News

Peuemtaid

BURLEY GROWERS

Are liste
ial Hor
At Butler

SELL YOUR TOBACCO IN MAYFIELD

Sales Every Tuesday and Frida

Plenty of Floor Space Which Assures Each Grower
Selling His Tobacco On Each Sale Day Here. He Ge
His Check That Day and Can Return Home.
FAST UNLOADING

NO WAITING

BEST PRICES OBTAINABLE

At Each Sale
With Full Set Of Big Company Buyers

SHOP EARLY WHILE
STOCKS ARE AMPLE!

THREE BIG WAREHOUSES
Farmers Flo
New Enterprize Floors
Mayfield Loose Leaf Floors

Red Front Stores

1

25(
29(

1

10f
lk

95(

29(

QUINN'S GROCERY

3

9

FLANNEL
GOWNS

DUNGAREES

WORK SHOES

11

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

WIDfR-RATTER TREAD

1.49 1.49

RUBBER BOOTS

16" Lace Top

MEAT SPECIALS

6.95 $3.95 1.95
LINED JUMPER
Here's
;Value For You

Men's

COTTON
UNION SUITS

1.95 1.79
Here's a coat that's warm,
that's long wearing, that's
cut full to let you move on
the job. 60% wool lined.

THE

2 Snap

GALOSHES

RUBBER BOOTS

Value For You
Warm, body -hugging ribbed cotton in cotton front
one piece style. Tight fitting
knit wrists and ankles keep
out the cold winter wind.

10

Sanlorized

TEST
OVERALLS

Here's
Value For You
Heavy weight blue denim,
full cut for comfort. Bar
tacked at points of strain.
Why Pay More.

FINKEL'S FAIR STORE
"Where Your $S Have More Cents"

M.AikkgTS

Said.
now improved 5 basfc ways foe
The program is to be furnished
better performance and finer value
by the different dens, featuring a
TIRE
SEE II BEFORE IIUYINO ANY
,
tions
imita
of
cast
radio broad
d.
state
was
it
,
songs and poems
Sixty-nine,boys have expressed
a desire to reenlist in the Cub
SERVICE STATION
Scouts for the coming year. Cur- "STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS"
rently there are five active dens
Princeton, Ky
N. Ct. Sq.
with two den mothers serving
each den. Jimmie McCaslin is to
be the Cub master for 1951, it
was stated.

McGEHEE

ATTEND KY.-TENN. GAME
Among those from Princeton
attending the Kentucky-Tennessee football game at Knoxville
Saturday were Mr. and•Mrs. John
E. Young, Mr. and Mrs. George
Pettit, Mr. and Mrs. Grayson Herraison, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Randolph, Miss Virginia Belt, Miss
Mildred Martin and Marvin
Pogrotsky.

Let No Gray*
Be Unmarked
Enduring Quality Memorials
Moderate !noes
Write or Visit
Dial MO

ALLEN
Monumental Works

Dawson Road at Center St.
Prineekaa, Ky.

n, Ky. 9 A. M.
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderso
k Days
Wee
Ky.,
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro.,
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TOBACCO GisoRnviO
lle Market will be
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sition to
m every direction.
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e
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Your patronage will be appreciated.
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